Chevy camaro 1996

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Question: I just got a '96 Camaro Z28 with a
six-speed. It has 86, miles on it. The guy I bought it from blew the clutch in three different
places. Aside from that, my mechanic says the car is in decent mechanical shape. I want to
push the horsepower and torque up a bit to around the range. It's just a toy to beat up on
Mustangs on the weekends. This is my first hot rod. Please help get me started in the right
direction. Derek CobbStillwater, OK. Answer: The '96 Camaro 5. The most cost-effective way to
get from there to hp is to add 85 hp or so with some bolt-ons and a cam swap, then get another
hp with a mild nitrous-oxide kit. With the stock 1. With the increased airflow through the engine,
moving up from the stock 48mm throttle body to the TPIS 52mm throttle body is now a
worthwhile upgrade. TPIS tests indicate the factory after-cat exhaust system is sufficiently
efficient that it is not cost-effective to upgrade it for this combination. Finally, the ZEX jettable
hp dry nitrous system should bring the engine up to or hp. Custom computer reprogramming is
required with so many mods, but TPIS can handle that as well. But you don't have to do
everything in one gulp. These mods can be performed in stages as your finances permit. Close
Ad. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Used Chevrolet Camaro for Sale 4. Overall Rating.
Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 3. The back seats fold down to allow a lot
more storage than you would expect from a sports car. The rear bucket seats however, are
really there for show. No one will enjoy sitting in the back of this car for very long. All in all, it is
a very enjoyable vehicle to have to drive. The 96 Chevy Camaro is a classic American muscle
car. I was on my way home from a movie and a Mustang pulls up to the light next to me. He
revved his engine and crept up slightly. Once the light turned green I revved up to take off but
stalled it and he tore off. While I have gotten better at driving since then that moment always
makes me laugh when I think bac While I have gotten better at driving since then that moment
always makes me laugh when I think back to it. The Bose sound system that comes stock with
this model is an excellent experience. With it being an older model you can expect a few things
like outside noise leak and squeaks and creeks while driving but the driving experience is fun
none the less. With the powerful 5. It has problems with handling but that is something to
expect from an older muscle car. Camaro Owner. Overall 5. I love my Camaro for it's sporty
look. The Bat Mobile feel of sitting low to the ground can not be beat. The gas mileage for the
Camaro is surprisingly good. The car only takes Premium gasoline, at least mine does. After a
few years of driving it, it does require a bit of babying, yet not is worth it. What I mean by that is
that if you buy a Camaro and it over heats, it is not the water pump not the thermostat, it is the
computer itself that just needs to be adjusted. One nugget that could save a life. Do not drive
over 55 miles per hour, in the rain, your Camaro "will" hydroplane. It literally is like a plane. How
do I know? Ex husband, it is raining, slow down, you are going 57, I drive this car everyday. I've
got this! Twenty second later we are spinning through four lanes of oncomi Twenty second later
we are spinning through four lanes of oncoming Interstate 85 traffic, pointed the wrong way.
Luckily he drove for a living because we are alive; we ended up stopped perfectly against a
guard rail. Bottom line, keep the maintenance up and drive responsibly and the car will make

you happy for life. Luckily he drove for a living because we are alive, we ende Luckily he drove
for a living because we are alive, we ended up stopped perfectly against a guard rail.
Hydroplanes in wet conditions. Requires regular maintenance. Requires only premium gasoline
and yes, there is a major difference if one tries anything other than premium. The Chevrolet
Camaro is a mid-size [1] [2] American automobile manufactured by Chevrolet , classified as a
pony car [3] [4] and some versions also as a muscle car. The Camaro shared its platform and
major components with the Pontiac Firebird , also introduced for Four distinct generations of
the Camaro were developed before production ended in The nameplate was revived on a
concept car that evolved into the fifth-generation Camaro ; production started on March 16,
Before any official announcement, reports began running during April within the automotive
press that Chevrolet was preparing a competitor to the Ford Mustang , code-named Panther.
Hope you can be on hand to help scratch a cat. Details will follow It was the first time that 14
cities were connected in real-time for a press conference via telephone lines. Estes then
announced a new car line, project designation XP , with a name that Chevrolet chose in keeping
with other car names beginning with the letter C such as the Corvair , Chevelle , Chevy II , and
Corvette. He claimed the name, suggests the comradeship of good friends as a personal car
should be to its owner and that to us, the name means just what we think the car will do The
Camaro name was then unveiled. Payen-Payne printed in Lund and Mr. Rollett found the word
camaro in the French-English dictionary was slang , to mean friend, pal, or comrade. The article
further repeated Estes's statement of what the word camaro was meant to imply, that the car's
name "suggests the comradeship of good friends, as a personal car should be to its owner".
The Camaro was first shown at a press preview in Detroit on September 12, , and later in Los
Angeles, on September 19, Public introduction of the new model was on September 26,
Concerned with the runaway success of the Ford Mustang , Chevrolet executives realized that
their compact sporty car, the Corvair , would not be able to generate the sales volume of the
Mustang due to its rear-engine design, as well as declining sales, partly due to the negative
publicity from Ralph Nader 's book, Unsafe at Any Speed. Therefore, the Camaro was touted as
having the same conventional rear-drive, front-engine configuration as the Mustang and Chevy
II Nova. In addition, the Camaro was designed to fit a variety of power plants in the engine bay.
The first-generation Camaro lasted until the model year and eventually inspired the design of
the new retro fifth-generation Camaro. The first-generation offered a standard, Super Sport , and
Rally Sport editions. In the Rally Sport edition, it was more the style of the car itself. Placed with
the hideaway headlights, wing windows, and the more rounded out rear fender. Once they
brought out the year they introduced the use of side marker lights. The Camaro eliminated the
vent windows as were standard on the doors for Introduced in February , the second-generation
Camaro was produced through the model year, with cosmetic changes made in and model
years. The car was heavily restyled and became somewhat larger and wider with the new
styling. Still based on the F-body platform , the new Camaro was similar to its predecessor, with
a unibody structure, front subframe, an A-arm front suspension, and leaf springs to control the
solid rear axle. The and Z28 models included an air induction hood scoop with an intake door
that opened under full throttle. The RS SS package was dropped in and reintroduced in The
third-generation Camaro was produced from for the model year to These were the first Camaros
to offer modern fuel injection, Turbo-Hydramatic R4 four-speed automatic transmissions ,
five-speed manual transmissions , 14, or inch wheels, a standard OHV 4-cylinder engine, [15]
and hatchback bodies. For , the new brake light was located on the exterior of the upper center
area of the back hatch glass. Additionally, the 2. For and later, the CHMSL was either mounted
inside the upper hatch glass, or integrated into a rear spoiler if equipped. The convertible body
style returned in absent since and all came with a special "20th Anniversary Commemorative
Edition " leather map pocket. Beginning in , the 1LE performance package was introduced,
optional on street models, and for showroom stock racing in the U. The B4C or "police"
package was made available beginning in This created a Z28 in more subtle RS styling. The
fourth-generation Camaro debuted in on an updated F-body platform. The standard powerplant
from to was a 3. Optional equipment included all-speed traction control and a new six-speed T
manual transmission; the 4L60E 4-speed automatic transmission was standard on the Z28, yet
optional on the V6 models which came with a 5-speed manual as standard. Anti-lock brakes
were standard equipment on all Camaros. The model year included a revised interior, and the
models included exterior styling changes, and a switch to GM's aluminum block LS1 used in the
Corvette C5. In , the 5. Chevrolet offered a 35th-anniversary edition for the model year. The
Camaro received a complete redesign and new platform in for the model year and fifth
generation. Based on the Camaro Concept [19] and Camaro Convertible Concept , production of
the fifth-generation Camaro was approved on August 10, The Oshawa Car Assembly plant in the
city of Oshawa, Ontario, Canada, began producing the new Camaro [20] which went on sale in

spring of as a model year vehicle. Following the development of the Zeta architecture and
because of its position as the GM global center of RWD development, GM Holden in Australia
led the final design, engineering, and development of the Camaro. The SS is powered by the 6.
The RS appearance package is available on both the LT and SS and features inch wheels with a
darker gray tone, halo rings around xenon headlamps, a unique spoiler, and red RS or SS
badges. In addition to the original Camaro LS model. Chevrolet has manufactured the 2LS
model. The 2LS model uses a slightly different rear axle ratio than the original LS. Having a 2.
The base engine model had a higher redline than previous V6 models, now reaching RPM;
delivering an overall boost in the power and performance of the car. Almost all 2LS models have
been released with various styles of a rear spoiler on the back as well. In late January , the
production of Camaro Convertibles started. The Camaro convertible added an aluminium brace
over the engine assembly, and under the transmission. Due to the Fukushima earthquake ,
certain pigments were not available to make certain colors. In November , the export version
excluding the Japanese version of the Camaro was introduced after a two-year delay. The delay
was due to the unexpected domestic demand. The export version included different tail lamps
with integrated reverse and amber turn signal lamps, larger external rearview mirrors with
integrated side turn signal repeaters, a rear bumper without reverse light inserts, and other
changes as to comply with ECE regulations. Although not in continuous production for the
entire period, the model year marked the 45th anniversary of the Camaro and this was
commemorated with a model available only in "Carbon Flash Metallic" paint. This edition
Camaro also included a unique stripe package, red, white, and blue interior stitching as well as
45th edition exclusive inch wheels. The V6 was updated to a 3. The SS model received an
upgrade to the suspension system. All models received the RS spoiler and taillight details,
steering wheel-mounted volume and radio controls, and Bluetooth connectivity controls as
standard. The ZL1 Camaro included a 6. Other features included a 2-stage exhaust, the addition
of suede seats, steering wheel, and shift knob, as well as ZL1-exclusive inch aluminum wheels.
The launch, complete with previous generation Camaros on display, coincided with the
vehicle's upcoming 50th birthday. Motor Trend named the Camaro its "Car of the Year". Early
production have three engine versions: a 2. For the model year, the 1LE performance package
returns to the Camaro. The package builds off the success of the previous-generation 1LE,
offering increased handling and track performance. In response to customer demand, Chevrolet
offers two distinct 1LE packages, for both V6 and V8 models, each visually distinguished with a
satin black hood and specific wheels. Chevrolet worked with Roger Penske to operate their
unofficially factory-backed Trans Am team, winning the title in and with Mark Donohue. Jim Hall
's Chaparral team replaced Penske for the season. Warren Agor of Rochester, NY, was the
series' leading Camaro privateer, his orange 13's o, , , and Smokey Yunick was a car builder
who worked to reduce the weight of his cars by acid-dipping body parts and installing thinner
safety glass. This Camaro had always kept its stock look and had a engine that was able to
produce horsepower. One part that had come out of his testing was the Edelbrock
Cross-Manifold. The Camaro was the official car of and used in the International Race of
Champions starting in and lasting for 12 years until They have also been the vehicle used in the
Swedish Camaro Cup series since The Camaro was the Indianapolis Pace Car in , , , , , , , , and
General Motors has made product placement , or embedded marketing, deals for the Chevrolet
Camaro in numerous media. The vehicle mode of the fictional character Bumblebee in the film,
Transformers , is first depicted as a Camaro [58] and later a fifth-generation concept variant. A
modified fifth-generation Camaro reprises the role of Bumblebee in the sequels, Transformers:
Revenge of the Fallen , and Transformers: Dark of the Moon. The final moments of the reboot
film Bumblebee reveal that the Camaro was his third-ever form that he took on upon arriving on
Earth, after a Jeep and a Volkswagen Beetle. Hot Wheels has been making several versions of
the Camaro since , with the "Custom Camaro" being the first of the original lineup. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Not to be confused with Bertone Ramarro. Type of muscle car
manufactured by Chevrolet. Motor vehicle. Pony car Muscle car. F-body â€” Zeta platform â€”
Alpha platform â€”present. Main article: Chevrolet Camaro first generation. Main article:
Chevrolet Camaro second generation. Main article: Chevrolet Camaro third generation. Main
article: Chevrolet Camaro fourth generation. Main article: Chevrolet Camaro fifth generation.
Main article: Chevrolet Camaro sixth generation. Bumblebee depicted as a and a 5th-gen
Camaro. Retrieved April 5, â€” via Google Books. June 10, Archived from the original on
February 1, Retrieved March 15, Challenger vs. Retrieved May 16, Motor Trend. GM Media
Online. August 10, Archived from the original on February 25, Retrieved April 5, GM Heritage
Center. Archived from the original on July 15, Archived from the original on July 23, When
asked, Chevrolet sales executives claimed a Camaro was a: 'a small, vicious animal that eats
Mustangs'. The Camaro White Book, Motorbooks International. Chevrolet History. May 26,

Retrieved September 11, Free Republic. Fresno, CA. Associated Press. Hot Rod Network.
Retrieved October 21, January 9, Archived from the original on February 2, The Globe and Mail.
Archived from the original on May 22, Ward's Dealer Business. JB Car Pages. Retrieved April
20, April 8, June 23, Booth Newspapers. Archived from the original on March 30, November 17,
Archived from the original on October 17, Retrieved July 22, Retrieved January 26, Retrieved
October 24, February 27, Retrieved March 1, Cars and Racing Stuff. Stevenson Motorsports.
November 13, Retrieved December 1, Retrieved October 15, Mustang Sales Numbers in Living
Color". Car and Driver. Retrieved August 8, General Motors. Retrieved April 4, Motor Trend
Magazine. January 3, Retrieved October 6, Retrieved January 6, December Retrieved April 18,
Retrieved January 14, General Motors Media. Crossover Sales Topped 1 million in ". August 28,
Archived from the original PDF on March 5, USA Today. Archived from the original on October
29, Edsall, Larry Camaro: A Legend Reborn. Chevrolet Camaro. First-generation
Second-generation Third-generation Fourth-generation Fifth-generation Sixth-generation.
Website Category Commons. Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General Motors
since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category Commons. Cars starring in movies and TV series 1.
Hidden categories: All articles with dead external links Articles with dead external links from
November Articles with permanently dead external links Articles with short description Short
description matches Wikidata Use mdy dates from September Short description is different
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Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. FR layout. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet
Camaro. Chevette South America. Chevy Malibu. Chevy II. Biscayne Canada. Bel Air. Kingswood
Estate. El Morocco. Personal luxury. Chevelle Laguna. Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police
Pursuit Vehicle. The monthly payment is based on the price of this vehicle assuming it is
financed. If you choose to lease, you can also use the payment calculator to determine your
lease terms. The ratings are based on a star system and can vary by style. We have partnered
with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Chevrolet Camaro. This is
how it works:. Saved Vehicles 0 Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Additionally, find Chevrolet
Camaro warranty and reliability information, such as limits on bumper-to-bumper coverage and
major components. Compare all Chevrolet Camaro models side-by-side. Est Monthly Loan.
Incentives Incentives that help lower the selling price of a vehicle. Money Factor Represents the
interest charged on a lease. May require top-tier credit to qualify for the best rates. Get Custom
Lease Quote Reset. See Used Listings. Front Seat Type. Auxiliary Visors. Rear Spoiler. For a list
of safety-related features, please check the Safety section. Buying With CarsDirect We have
partnered with trusted dealers in your area to give you a great price on the new Chevrolet
Camaro. Use the CarsDirect Target Price as a tool in your negotiation. The dealer will help you
with financing or leasing, as well as trade-in options. Chevrolet Camaro By Year Preview New
Used Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found
a bug? Have a question about Chevrolet Camaro wheel specs? Share your knowledge! WheelSize. Wheel fitment and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for
vehicle model, tire size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find
vehic
hyundai xg350 review
2002 subaru forester oil filter
04 lexus
les matching your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use
this tire size By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website
New! Search by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your
website! IV [ Chevrolet Camaro 3. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a
center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel
centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of
35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle.
PCD is measured in mm. Chevrolet Camaro 5. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for Chevrolet
Camaro for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote.
Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in selected text Add
your data and comments Send us the correct data Other.

